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Who we are, what we do, how we work.
Complet Furniture is a family owned company established
in 1989 in Gniezno.
Years of experience in the international furniture industry
gave us a lot of strength therefore we may proudly admit
that we are dedicated to deliver excellent design at great
value and highest quality products.
We cooperate with local institutions, business, hotels,
trade associations , sales agents and also with individual
customers who appreciate comfort and beauty of Complet
Furniture.
Because we are working with fantastic carpenters and other
very important and skilled craftsmen we are confident our
products are not only classic and trendy but also timeless.
We combine new technology and advanced manufacturing
techniques to make the best furniture for our customers.
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Our collection you can explore at www.complet.com.pl offers
over 100 elegant sofas, corners, loveseats, chairs and more.
In the manufacturing process, we use only the finest, high
quality, certified components (all our suppliers are based in
Europe). We pay attention to our customers specific needs,
adding passion, skills, positive energy and perfection to
every piece of furniture we produce.
The size of our company (we employ almost 100 people)
gives us flexibility and individual look at every detail of
cooperation, we make sure that our clients are more than
satisfied with products and services we offer.

It’s not just
furniture
it’s a Lifestyle
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- manufactured by craftsmen in
Poland
- solid wooden feet
- full feather filled back scatters
ensures ultimate comfort and
softness
- fibre seats cushions made
just for you with the thought
of relaxing with your favourite
book
- you can upgrade seat cushion
to high standard elastic foam
when placing the order

Tigris Flame

Carmen sofa

Elegant and stylish – this sofa will win
you over. The buttoning detail is to
die for and lovely arms add to flowing
lines.
Top quality piping, stunning buttoning
and vintage legs is a COMPLETE
package.

SET CARMEN:
armchair
H: 110 cm D: 104 cm W: 114 cm
sofa
H: 110 cm D: 104 cm
W: 185 / 210 / 235 cm
pouf
H: 31 cm D: 75 cm W: 123 cm
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A stunning traditional style
sofa TOSCA

SOFA

TOSCA
A stunning traditional style
sofa TOSCA with wooden
legs, combines perfectly with
contrast cushions to create
a very modern and amazing
twist.
- available in fantastic colour palette
- hardwood legs
- seat and scatters filled with fibre inners to give you a
comfort after long day
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Gloss Velvet

SET TOSCA:
cuddler
H: 75-85 cm D: 100 cm W: 135cm
sofa
H: 75-85 cm D: 100 cm
W: 190 / 210 / 230 cm
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Sofa
Classic pattern and sleek lines give
this sofa a timeless design that

Aida
Sofa

will look great for years to come.
Traditional shape of Aida with rich
scatters brings classical styling up
to date.

- made in Poland from soft and
luxurious velvet
- wonderful proportions makes
this sofa a perfect place to chill
and let takes your worries away SET AIDA:
armchair
H: 79-93cm D: 105 cm W: 105 cm

generously filled with foam Aida

sofa
H: 79-93 cm D: 105 cm
W: 180 / 210 / 241 cm

attractive.

French Velvet

sofa is as comfortable as it is

Bentley
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Amazon Red

Frig

armchair

This accent chair makes every day a
little extra.
Upholstered in a fabric you would love- there is a lot to choose from.
A buttoned back seat and scolled curved shape contrast a firm or soft
seat and backrest.
Solid wood legs set on castors add style and practicality. This chair will
perfectly fit your space and continue to be admired all year around.

sofa
H: 75 cmD: 69 cm W: 112 / 137 cm
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Ocelot Ebony

SET FRIG:
armchair
H: 75 cm D: 69 cm W: 63 cm
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Gautier Lagoon
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Company was founded in 1999 and since then
they went global and established themself one
of the biggest leader in fabrics market.
They have reputation for providing distinctive,
unique designe at exceptional quality.
Clarke & Clarke works closely with great
designers/ brands such as Emma J Shipley and
Oasis.

Fabrics we use are
individual, distinctive
with unique designs.

Audubon Gold

Kruger Flame

Fabrics we use are individual, distinctive with
unique designs.
We are confident that combination of our great
range of furniture with fabrics from c&c is truly
oryginal and trendy.

Roussea Lime

As a company with
long experience
we are aware how
important is to use
suitable fabrics.
That’s why we
choose to work with
one of the biggest
fabrics provider
from UK - Clarke &
Clarke.

Dilbur Magenta / Flamingo

Unique fabrics

Amazon Jungle

CLARKE & CLARKE
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SOFA

LA SCALA
Crafted from warm textured, hand
finished natural Italian leather and fabric
feels incredible to relax against. Rich
choice of colours in both plain and patter
design gives you a choice to suit your
living room décor just the way you want.
La Scala sofa with its stunning looks and
unique shape blends comfort with style
and fashion. *designed and handcrafted in
Poland in our own traditional way
- natural leather from Italy
- ideally crafted wooden feet
- fibre filled seating cushions and back
scatters with duck feathers will tick all the
boxes when comes to comfort.
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Rocco 632

Rocco 631

SET LA SCALA:
armchair
H: 84-95 cm D: 103 cm W: 104 cm
sofa
H: 84-95 cm D: 103 cm
W: 190 / 210 / 230 cm
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Armchairs
Our collection come in a variety of styles, shapes and fabrics
ensuring they will be not only comfortable but also will
decorate your home.
Chairs made in our mill by qualified and skilled craftsman from
highest quality materials.

DALSTON
armchair
H: 91 cm D: 84 cm W: 81 cm

Armchair
Leigh
H: 77 cm D: 65 cm W: 62 cm

RETRO
armchair
H: 75 cm D: 69 cm W: 72 cm
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X-ANTIC
SOFA
A very tasteful combination of luxurious,
rich tones and textures that is a perfect
place to do nothing but sit and relax.

- crafted in Poland with great love to sofas
- wooden but same time a very delicate feet
gives wonderful look
- seats cushions filled with generous soft fibre
promise you a cosy comfort that you cannot
wait to come home to
- antique brass studding add an elegant touch
- patterned scatters made form high quality
wool from Harris Tweed UK., Certification
Trade Mark

SET X-ANTIC:
armchair
H: 84-95 cm D: 103 cm W: 104 cm

Bronx Sir Edmund

sofa
H: 84-95 cm D: 103 cm
W: 190 / 210 / 230 cm
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Rigoletto
sofa
Love cushions?
Make a
statement with
stylish indulge,
a sophisticated
take on a
traditional way
to unwind and
relax in comfort.

Back scatters filled with feather inners
gives you a real pleasure so you can
rest and dream. *generously filled with
fibre seats come as standard.
- available in stylish colours in
luxurious fabrics
- each piece is complete with hardwood
legs and small but very attractive
studding

Bolshoi – 14 Chinchilla

SET RIGOLETTO
armchair
H: 85 - 100 cm D: 102 cm W: 105 cm
sofa
H: 85-100 cm D: 102 cm
W: 181 / 201 / 221 cm
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SOFA

SOFA

NABUCCO

The NABUCCO sofa
collection would add
an elegant touch to
any home combining
classic, timeless
design.
If you are after the

Fuego

- classic patterns that will look great for
years to come
- seat cushions are fibre filled for incredible
and long lasting resilience
- back cushions filled with feather gives you
nothing but comfort
- luxurious wooden, turned legs with
metal addition creates unique and
unconventional look

perfect living room
this sofa is just for
you.
SET NABUCCO:
armchair
H: 82-95 cm D: 100 cm W: 103 cm
sofa
H: 82-95 cm
D: 100 cm W: 186 / 206 / 226 cm
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